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68  sixty-eight 

from/by/of

about/over

take/takes

European/european

says not/does not say

tries to/try to

men’s/mens/mens’

there/their

lifes/lives

emptier/emptyer/more empty

has/is having

she/them

which/who/where

thief’s/thiefs/thieves

says us/tells us

ourself/ourselves

think/mean

dear mum and dad and sarah
we’re having a lovely time here in 
italy the youth hostel is enormous 
and we’ve already met lots of 
interesting people it’s raining now 
so we’re sitting in a nice warm café 
and drinking wonderful italian coffee 
we love the italian food but we’re 
worried that too much pizza and ice 
cream is bad for us if the weather 
gets better tomorrow we may go to 
the beach I miss you love kim

Checking the text

9 Using punctuation
Correct Kim’s postcard. Put in the full stops, the commas and the capital letters. 
Then write the correct text in your exercise book. (Lösung S. 79/80)

10 Choosing the right words
Can you help Fabian to write his book review? He isn’t sure which words are right.  
Choose the right words and phrases to finish his review.

My favourite book is Momo by  Michael Ende.  

It is a strange story about  a group of ‘grey1 men’ who  

want to conquer the world. It takes  place in a  

European  city, but the book does not say  which.  

The grey men visit people and try to  make them save time.  

The men's  rule is ‘Time is like money, so save it’.  

The grey men really just want to trick people and steal  

their  time from them. The lives  of the people  

who save time become colder and emptier  .  

This is especially bad for the children, because nobody  

has  time for them  . Momo is a young girl 

who  rescues the world from the time thieves  .  

Although the book Momo is just a story, it tells us  

something about ourselves  . I think   

there is a message for everyone in the book.

1 grey !GreI? = grau
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